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Composer (and performer on the songs, including the end credit song) 
Paul Smyth:

Paul Smyth had, at time of writing, a “in memoriam” tribute page here which 
offered much of his music for playing or download, and also linked to a CD of his 
songs which could be acquired very cheaply.

Smyth died of cancer 19th September, 2005. He also had an “in memoriam” 
Facebook page here.

The pages contain much information and a number of links for anyone wanting 
to explore Smyth’s work. There are a couple of memories which fill in something 
of Smyth’s career.

The first recalls his early career beginnings in Adelaide.

In 1972 Paul and I entered a talent Quest at Norwood High School at what is 
now called "The Ivan Coward Hall". As a 15 year old I sang (and played piano) 
the Leon Rusell arrange version of "The Letter" very, very badly. Paul Smyth , a 
year older, a Pom, and in 5th form sang the most beautiful original ballad 
accompanying himself on guitar. He was smooth and he was brilliant. He easily 
won and I was runner up. No contest really. I will never forget how great that 
moment was. I had never played in front of more than 6 people in my life before. 
I never sang in public (seriously) again, but still play piano.

His song was stunning. A year or so later, still a teen, Paul had his own television 
show! "Country Key" on the ABC and featured Paul and guests. He was 
confident, he was good looking and debonair. Talented beyond his years.  He 
played his own music on national TV. And I couldn't believe he played an 
Ovation, an American guitar for God's sake!  He was cool. The theme for 
"Country Key" was this mean picking brilliant blue grass thing I had never heard 
in Adelaide before, yet alone on local television. A great theme by any standards. 

http://www.paulsmyth.com/
https://www.facebook.com/CrowleysTiger/


By the late 70's we were both Melbourne bound, like so many young musicians 
who had very quickly outgrown Adelaide. I did some "ad" sessions for him in the 
days when they existed and I helped him back into the television world in the 
early nineties. He got to do the music for "The Comedy Sale" - my territory, and I 
helped him out quite a bit. The show lasted 2 weeks I think. It was in Googling 
him today that I had found out he had sadly left us. I was wondering what he 
was up to. 

To his friends I thought this background would put Paul Smyth, the musician into 
perspective. A year older than me, he was my inspiration in my teens and 
showed me that even if you come from Norwood High, there's no reason why 
you can't aspire to write music for television. I just took a little longer than he did 
but it's what I do now. He was just was so talented and so mature as a teen. It 
was a pleasure to experience and to work with this musical genius.

The second recalls events following his work for Struck by Lightning:

In 1993 Paul moved to Sydney to pursue being Musical Director on The Gunston 
Show - it was a big break following on from his work on Struck By Lightning. He 
uprooted everything in Melbourne - all his long-standing advertising music 
connections, friends and family - to settle in a new city where he only knew a few 
people. 
He put all his chips on Gunston - and when Garry (McDonald) had a breakdown 
and they cancelled the show it was bad enough - but when the Producer refused 
to 'pay him out' on his contract it was devastating. None of the ad companies 
were interested in his work and looking back - he really struggled after that.

Smyth’s old mp3.com listing contained this profile (it seems easier to find it in 
Google cache here, though this is likely to disappear over time):

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:JIZnfGIm-noJ:www.paulsmyth.com/PaulMP3com.html+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au


Lyrics:

The end title song had the following lyrics, and it could be found in full, extended 
form on the “in memoriam” site linked to above. This presents the song in much 
better form than can be found in VHS copies of the film.

In the film, the song begins after the key actor credits have popped up - the film 
inserts moments of comedy between the credits - and it is then abbreviated 
when the end credits finish:

About in the direction 
That you left me to pursue
Opened up the window to the sky
Something in me sang about
The pain that we’ve been through
Something else could see it was a lie
Look around and hear the sound
Of people’s lives coming apart ... mm, mm
We’re all in this together



Thinking we’re all on our own
Facing this bridge of glass
Oh bridges are burning
The change winds are blowing
There’s many with fire in their eyes
All raging with protest
In fear without knowing
The blessing behind the disguise
Well the perfect way to lose the world
Is to put it down … oohoh
Let me introduce you 
To the one who walks beside you
On this bridge of glass
Everybody is coming to you
All the soldiers and the in-house traders (traitors?) 
Holy rollers and the white crusaders
All the killers and the mad berserkers
All the victims of the three ring circus
All the followers of all the leaders
All the mediators, all bereavers
All of the voices and none of the names 
Coming together as we walk through the flames
Well the perfect way to lose your love
Is to put it down …mmmm
We’re all walking together
Thinking we’re all on our own
Crossing this bridge of glass
(musical interlude)
Well the perfect way to improve your love
Is to trust in your heart …oohoh
We’re walking together
Taking the last journey home …
Crossing this final bridge of glass …
Everybody, we’re coming to you …
All the soldiers and the in-house traders (traitors?) (over black)
Holy rollers and the white crusaders (song does a quick fade out over black)

(In the original version, which runs 5’52”, the lyrics continue this way):

All the killers and the mad berserkers
All the victims of the three ring circus
All the followers of all the leaders
All the mediators, all bereavers
All of the voices and all of the names 
Coming together, walking over the flames
Yeah …all of the mystics and all the teachers



Broken fandangoes and under-achievers
All the lonely and all stockpilers
Artists and children and dreamin’ admirers
All of the guilty and all the frozen 
Buyers and sellers and all the chosen
Mathematicians and medicine men
Crossing together, all together again
Yeah, all of the soldiers and in-house traders (traitors?)
Holy rollers and the white crusaders
All of the borders, all of the seams
They’re tearing apart as we’re claiming our dreams
Yeah …
(instrumental then to end)

There is one moment of live action music in the film when the Italian family has 
an accordion wheeled out during a family get together:

CD: 

The song, Bridge of Glass, can also be found on the CD offered for sale by way 
of the link above:





(Below: Paul Smyth)








